Abstract. Oral chemotherapy has many advantages over parenteral chemotherapeutics administration. To use the advantages of the oral chemotherapy and maximize anti-tumor effects of the chemotherapeutic agent, we designed HM30181A (a P-glycoprotein inhibitor) and a paclitaxel oral co-administration chemotherapeutic method. HM30181A is used to aid paclitaxel absorption from gut lumen into blood and to inhibit paclitaxel exclusion out of the brain tumor mass by endothelial cells, which inhibits paclitaxel access to tumor cells in the brain parenchyma. We applied HM30181A and paclitaxel oral co-administration methods to the treatment of tumors in the brain using the K1735 melanoma brain metastasis animal model and the U-87 MG glioblastoma animal model. Administrations were performed twice per week for 28 days and the therapeutic effect was examined using tumor volume change. We observed that 32 mg/kg HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel (dose ratio 2:1) oral co-administration showed significant therapeutic effects in both animal models, but when the doses or dose ratio was changed, the effects could not be observed. Therefore, adjustments of doses and dose ratio of the agents seems to be essential in realizing oral HM30181A and paclitaxel treatment in brain tumors. These results suggest that if the doses and dose ratio can be successfully adjusted, the oral co-administration of HM30181A and paclitaxel can be used to treat tumors in the brain.

Introduction

P-glycoprotein (P-gp) is known to be one of the most important active efflux transporters for drug disposition in humans (1,2). P-gp was first reported in tumor cells (3) but it is also present in non-tumor tissues such as brain endothelial cells, which are a constituent of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) (4). As a result of complex tight junctions that cause severe restriction of the paracellular pathway, BBB is much tighter than peripheral microvessels. Therefore penetration across BBB is confined to transcellular mechanisms (5). But, due to P-gp on the luminal side of plasma membrane in brain endothelial cells (4,6), P-gp substrates hardly penetrate into the brain parenchyma through brain endothelial cells. The importance of P-gp at BBB was demonstrated by P-gp knockout mice (7,8). The penetration of vinblastine into the brain was 7-46 fold higher in the knockout mice than in the wild-type controls (9). For this reason, many cytotoxic agents which are P-gp substrates cannot reach tumor cells in the brain parenchyma, and cannot make their effects even though tumor cells do not express P-gp (10,11). Therefore, inhibition of P-gp activity of the brain endothelial cells should be an important factor that increases their anti-tumor effects.

Oral chemotherapy has many advantages such as flexibility of timing and location of administration, flexibility of drug exposure (providing more prolonged drug exposure compared with intermittent intravenous infusion), reduction of the use of healthcare resources for inpatient and ambulatory patient care services and a better quality of life (12). Oral chemotherapy is also good for the metronomic (anti-angiogenic) chemotherapy (13,14), because this can maintain a low serum level of the chemotherapeutic agent for a longer time than parenteral routes. Metronomic chemotherapy uses anti-angiogenic effects of cytotoxic agents and shows better therapeutic results in several tumor types (13,14). However, P-gp expressed in the luminal side of plasma membrane of gut epithelial cells prevents P-gp substrate chemotherapeutic agents from adsorption in the gut (15). In addition, metronomic chemotherapy is expected to be ineffective on tumors in the brain because P-gp expression on the brain endothelial cells extruded cytotoxic agents out of endothelial...
cells. For these reasons, phase II trial of metronomic chemotherapy using etoposide, cyclophosphamide, or thalidomide and celecoxib did not show good effects on malignant glioma (16).

Paclitaxel is a potent chemotherapeutic agent that has been reported to have therapeutic effects on several solid organ tumors such as ovarian, breast, non-small cell lung cancer and head and neck cancer (17) as well as having direct anti-angiogenic effects (18-20). These properties of paclitaxel create expectations that paclitaxel could be a good therapeutic agent in the treatment of brain tumors. But as paclitaxel is one of the P-gp substrates (21-23), it cannot reach tumor cells in the brain parenchyma (24), which makes it hard to absorb orally administered paclitaxel from the gut lumen (15). Therefore, inhibition of P-gp activity is essential. To realize oral paclitaxel chemotherapy for tumors in the brain, we designed a new therapeutic method that uses co-administration of a recently developed P-gp inhibitor, HM30181A (25,26) and paclitaxel orally. We examined the therapeutic effects of this new method using two animal brain tumor models. One was a melanoma brain metastasis model and the other a primary glioblastoma model. Indeed oral co-administration of HM30181A and paclitaxel showed significant therapeutic effects in both animal brain tumor models. We found that to realize this therapy, the doses and dose ratio of HM30181A and paclitaxel are very important.

Materials and methods

Chemicals and cell culture. HM30181A (Cas# 849675-87-2) were kindly provided by Hamni Pharm. Co. (Seoul, Korea). Paclitaxel was purchased from Bristol-Myers Squipp Company (New York, NY). The mouse melanoma cell line, K1735 was acquired from Dr I.J. Fidler (The University of Texas, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX). K1735 and the human glioblastoma cell line, U-87 MG (HTB-14, American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA), were maintained with a medium comprising of Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI)-1640 (Cambrex, East Rutherford, NJ) and Minimum Essential Medium (MEM, Cambrex), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and antibiotics (LIFE tech, Stafford, TX).

Animals and intracerebral implantation of tumor cells. Specific pathogen-free male C3H and nude mice (Jackson Laboratory, Japan) were used for K1735 and U-87 MG, respectively. All animal work was approved by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International and in accordance with current regulations and standards of the Laboratory of Animal Research Center under Samsung Biomedical Research Institute. Intracerebral implantation of K1735 melanoma and U-87 MG glioblastoma cells was performed as described previously (27). Briefly, 6-7 week-old mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of 100 mg/kg ketamin and 10 mg/kg xylazine. The heads of the anesthetized mice were shaved and disinfected with a solution of 70% ethyl alcohol and povidone iodine. They were secured in a rodent stereotactic frame, and a hollow guide screw was implanted into a small drill hole made at 2 mm left and 1 mm anterior to the bregma. K1735 melanoma cells (5x10^4 cells/10 μl HBSS) or U-87 MG glioblastoma cells (2x10^5 cells/5 μl HBSS) were injected through this guide screw into the white matter at a depth of 2 mm using a 10 μl Hamilton syringe.

Drug administration. One day after the intracerebral injections, groups of mice were randomly assigned to receive the following treatments. K1735 cells injected C3H mice had one of following 8 treatments: a) oral administration of P-gp inhibitor vehicle (PEG200-HCl 15%, Control, n=5) b) oral administration of 8 mg/kg of paclitaxel (n=4) c) oral administration of 16 mg/kg of HM30181A (n=4) d) oral administration of 32 mg/kg of HM30181A (n=4) e) oral administration of 48 mg/kg of HM30181A (n=4) f) oral administration of 16 mg/kg of HM30181A and 8 mg/kg paclitaxel (n=5) g) oral administration of 32 mg/kg of HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel (n=5) or h) oral administration of 16 mg/kg of HM30181A and 32 mg/kg of paclitaxel (n=5). U-87 MG cells injected nude mice had one of following 7 treatments: a) oral administration of P-gp inhibitor vehicle (n=7) b) oral administration of 16 mg/kg of HM30181A (n=5) c) oral administration of 32 mg/kg of HM30181A (n=5) d) oral administration of 16 mg/kg of HM30181A and 8 mg/kg of paclitaxel (n=7) e) oral administration of 32 mg/kg of HM30181A and 8 mg/kg of paclitaxel (n=7) f) oral administration of 16 mg/kg of HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel (n=7) or g) oral administration of 32 mg/kg of HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel (n=7). All treatments were performed twice per week for 28 days.

Specimen harvest and tumor volume measurement. At the end of treatments the mice were sacrificed. The brains were removed and sliced into 4-6 mm-thick blocks. For tumor volume measurement, blocks were fixed in 10% phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin. For immunohistochemistry and terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase biotin-dUTP nick end-labeling (TUNEL) assay, other blocks were embedded in OCT compound (Miles, Inc., Elkhart, IN), frozen rapidly in liquid nitrogen and stored at -70°C. The blocks for the tumor volume assessment were sliced into 4 μm coronal sections using a microtome and H&E staining was performed. The tumor volume was calculated by measuring the section with the largest tumor portion with the formula: width^2 x length x 0.5.

Immunohistochemistry and TUNEL assay. The blocks were sliced into 8 μm coronal sections using a cryostat. Sections were thaw-mounted onto gelatine chromalum-coated glass slides and fixed with acetone for 5 min. Immunohistochemistry was performed as described previously (27). Briefly, sections were permeabilized by incubation for 15 min in freshly prepared 0.2% Triton X-100/PBS, pre-incubated for 1 h in PBS containing 5% normal goat serum, and then incubated for 2 h in diluted mouse anti-P-gp monoclonal antibody (1:50, M5521, Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) and/or rat anti-mouse CD31/PECAM-1 monoclonal antibody (1:200, 557355, BD Pharmingen, Franklin Lakes, NJ) in PBS containing 5% goat serum. Immunostaining was carried out by incubation for 1 h in 1:200 diluted Alexa-594-labeled goat
anti-rat IgG and/or Alexa-488-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (Invitrogen Co., Carsbad, CA). TUNEL assay was performed using the DeadEnd fluorometric TUNEL system (#G3250, Promega, Madison, WI) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Data analysis. To quantify immunostaining for TUNEL assays, numbers of stained cells were counted in ten random fields at x400. Statistical comparisons between groups were performed using the Student’s t-test. Values of P<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

P-gp expression on brain endothelial cells and endothelial cells of K1735 and U-87 MG brain tumor mass. To confirm that endothelial cells in K1735 melanoma and U-87 MG glioblastoma brain mass express P-gp, the P-gp expression was compared with that of the normal brain endothelial cells. As shown in Fig. 1 (left panel), almost all brain endothelial cells express a high level of P-gp (red = CD31/PECAM-1, green = P-gp). Compared with the normal brain endothelial cells, endothelial cells in K1735 melanoma (Fig. 1, middle panel) and U-87 MG glioblastoma brain mass (Fig. 1, right panel) expressed similar levels of P-gp.

Animal models and schedule of drug administration. Melanoma brain metastasis and primary glioblastoma animal models were made by intracerebral injection of K1735 melanoma cells (5x10⁴ cells/10 μl HBSS) or U-87 MG glioblastoma cells (2x10⁵ cells/5 μl HBSS), respectively. Drug administrations were started one day after the injections. To maximize the anti-angiogenic effect, the oral paclitaxel administration method was chosen and to help paclitaxel adsorption the P-gp inhibitor, HM30181A, was co-administered with paclitaxel. Paclitaxel and HM30181A oral treatment was performed twice per week for four weeks (Fig. 2A).

Therapeutic effect of the paclitaxel and HM30181A oral co-administration and importance of the doses and dose ratio. At first, we designed 16 mg/kg HM30181A and 8 mg/kg of paclitaxel oral co-administration methods and examined the therapeutic effects of this new modality in melanoma brain metastasis animal model compared with the control (oral administration of HM30181A vehicle, PEG200-HCl 15%), 8 mg/kg of paclitaxel oral administrated and 16 mg/kg of HM30181A oral administrated group. However, when brain mass volumes were measured after 4 weeks of treatment no differences in the tumor volume were observed (Fig. 2A).
thought this ineffectiveness could be due to very low doses of the drugs and/or dose mismatch. So, another two new treatment methods were designed which were 32 mg/kg HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel oral co-administration and 48 mg/kg HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel oral co-administration. When these treatments were examined as shown in Fig. 2A, statistically significant tumor volume reduction was observed only in the 32 mg/kg HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel oral co-administration group (Fig. 3A, P<0.05).

Using a melanoma brain metastasis model, we found that HM30181A and paclitaxel oral co-administration has therapeutic effects on tumors in the brain and for this effect, the doses of each drug (32 mg/kg HM30181A, 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel) and dose ratio (HM30181A:paclitaxel 2:1) is very important. To confirm the therapeutic effect of the method on tumors in the brain, we tested the effect of 32 mg/kg HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel oral co-administration method using another animal model, primary glioblastoma model and the importance of the doses and dose ratio was checked once again. Numerous combination therapies of HM30181A and paclitaxel were performed according to the schedule in Figs. 2A and 3B. As the melanoma brain metastasis model, only oral administration of 32 mg/kg HM30181A and 16 mg/kg paclitaxel showed a statistically significant volume reduction of U-87 MG brain tumor mass. *P<0.05.

Increased tumor cell apoptosis in the 32 mg/kg HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel co-treated brain tumor mass. To
find the mechanism of the 32 mg/kg of HM30181A and 16 mg/kg paclitaxel oral co-treatment, immunohistochemistry using anti-CD31/PECAM-1 antibody (red in Fig. 4A-C) and TUNEL assay (green in Fig. 4A-C) were done simultaneously on the sections from K1735 (Fig. 4A-C) and U-87 MG brain tumor masses. As shown in Fig. 4A-C (A: control; B: paclitaxel 8 mg/kg; C: 32 mg/kg HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel), there was little difference in CD31 immunoreactivity. But more tumor cells labeled by the TUNEL assay were observed in the 32 mg/kg HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel oral co-administration group (Fig. 4C) compared with the other groups [only control (Fig. 4A) and 8 mg/kg of paclitaxel oral treated (Fig. 4B) group are presented]. When numbers of TUNEL stained cells were counted in ten random fields at ×400, the differences were statistically significant (Fig. 4D). The same observation was found once more in the glioblastoma animal model, although the results are not shown in Fig. 4. Therefore 32 mg/kg of HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel oral co-treatment seems to increase apoptosis of tumor cells by promoting the penetration of paclitaxel through the blood tumor barrier which expresses P-gp.

**Discussion**

The present study using two kinds of brain tumor animal models [K1735 melanoma brain metastasis model (Figs. 2B and 3A) and the U-87 MG glioblastoma model] (Fig. 3B), showed that oral co-administration of a P-gp inhibitor, HM30181A, and paclitaxel can be successfully applied to the treatment of tumors in the brain. But the doses and dose ratio of HM30181A and paclitaxel should be finely adjusted because the therapeutic effects in the brain tumor animal models were observed only in 32 mg/kg of HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel co-treatment (dose ratio 2:1; Figs. 2 and 3). The therapeutic effects of co-administration of HM30181A and paclitaxel may be based on the increased apoptosis of tumor cells, since the number of TUNEL labeled tumor cells was significantly increased (Fig. 4).

Oral administration of paclitaxel was planned to maximize the chemotherapeutic effects of paclitaxel (18). However, because P-gp is expressed on the luminal side of plasma membrane of gut epithelial cells (15), paclitaxel cannot be absorbed from gut lumen. In addition, P-gp on the endothelial cells in melanoma brain metastasis (Fig. 1, middle panel) and glioblastoma (Fig. 1, right panel) (28,29) extrudes paclitaxel out of the tumor parenchyma, which abolishes the anti-tumor activity of paclitaxel. To overcome these obstacles, we designed a co-administration of paclitaxel and a new P-gp inhibitor, HM30181A (Fig. 2A). HM-30181A is 4H-1-Benzopyran-2-carboximide, N-[2-[2-(4-[2-(3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimethoxy-2H-isooquinolinyl)-ethyl]phenyl)-2H-tetrazol-5-yl]-4,5-dimethoxyphenyl]-4-oxo-, mesylate and competitively inhibits P-gp (25,26). In a recent report (25), we proved that oral co-administration of HM30181A and paclitaxel to male Sprague-Dawley rats allows paclitaxel to be adsorbed into the blood successfully. Therefore, HM30181A and paclitaxel oral co-administration could be a good choice in an attempt to increase the absorption rate of paclitaxel.

Although HM30181A and paclitaxel oral co-treatment was designed to have both paclitaxel direct cytotoxic effect on tumor cells in the brain parenchyma and anti-angiogenic effect on the brain endothelial cells, only direct apoptosis inducing effects on tumor cells were observed (Fig. 4). In terms of metronomic chemotherapy, increased endothelial cell apoptosis and the resulting reduction in new vessel formation induce tumor cell apoptosis (13,14). But, even with the distracted schedule of oral paclitaxel chemotherapy (Fig. 2A), we did not detect endothelial cell apoptosis. Instead, we observed many apoptotic tumor cells, which suggests that HM30181A inhibits the pumping out mechanism of P-gp of the brain endothelial cells and enables paclitaxel to penetrate into the parenchyma of the brain tumors. Although, there is no evidence of the anti-angiogenic effects in the therapy in this research, the addition of anti-angiogenic agents such as endothelial cell survival factor inhibitors may potentiate the anti-angiogenic effects of the metronomic dose of paclitaxel oral treatment.

In this study, we found that adjustments of doses and dose ratio of the agents are very important in realizing oral HM30181A and paclitaxel treatment on tumors in the brain. Because HM30181A is a competitive inhibitor of P-gp (25,26), it is reasonable that a low amount of HM30181A cannot effectively inhibit P-gp and this makes the therapy ineffective, but a high dose of HM30181A also had no effect in this study (Fig. 3). We cannot explain this result with the exact mechanisms. However, very high levels of HM30181A might activate metabolism and/or excretion of paclitaxel. Reactive P-gp overexpression in the gut epithelium or brain endothelial cells might also occur in response to high dose HM30181A administration. To support this possibility, it was previously reported that P-gp expression is induced when cells are exposed to various toxic xenobiotics (30-31) or dugs (31-34) and applying a P-gp inhibitor, verapamil, also increases its expression (35). There are ideal doses and dose ratios of HM30181A and paclitaxel and they should be considered when oral paclitaxel treatment with P-gp inhibitor clinical trial is planned.

The ideal dose and dose ratio could be different according to the type and environment of tumors. According to the unpublished data from Hanmi Pharm. Co., the ideal dose ratio of HM30181A and paclitaxel was 1:1 in the treatment of breast cancer (breast cancer animal model in which mammary fat pads were injected with MCF-7 breast cancer cells). A major difference of breast cancer in mammary fat pad and tumors in the brain is P-gp expression on the endothelial cells. In contrast to the brain endothelial cells, endothelial cells in the subcutaneous tissue do not express P-gp, therefore if paclitaxel is adsorbed from the gut lumen it can access the breast cancer cells freely. But to reach tumor cells in the brain parenchyma, paclitaxel should cross both P-gp expressing gut epithelial cells and brain endothelial cells. Regarding this difference, it can be postulated that twice as much of the competitive P-gp inhibitor, HM30181A, is needed for paclitaxel to reach the tumor cells in the brain. Therefore, the doses and dose ratio adjustment of HM30181A and paclitaxel should be made differentially according to target tumors or organs.

There are many articles reporting that P-gp inhibitors disturb metabolism and/or excretion of chemotherapeutic agents (36). These disturbances make prediction of the serum
levels very difficult, resulting in systemic side effects which took place even though conventional or reduced doses of chemotherapeutic agents were used. Due to this problem, many P-gp inhibitors, especially second generation P-gp inhibitors such as dexverapamil, dextrigulipidene, valsodar (PSC 833), and bircodar ( VX-710), failed to be used in the clinic (36). Because we used the P-gp inhibitor, there must be the possibility that systemic side effects may occur. But, we used oral paclitaxel administration, which maintains a lower paclitaxel serum level for a long period of time and increase the paclitaxel serum level more gradually. These effects of oral paclitaxel administration could lower the possibility of side effects, although there are significant therapeutic effects. In our study, no significant side effects were observed in the treated animals. Therefore, oral distracted administration of a chemotherapeutic agent with P-gp inhibitor can be a good method that can overcome the fatal side effects of the P-gp inhibitor and can facilitate combinational treatment with other anti-angiogenic agents and/or signal transduction modulators.

For the first time, we designed HM30181A (a P-gp inhibitor) and paclitaxel oral co-administration method to treat tumors in the brain. We successfully applied HM30181A and paclitaxel oral co-administration method to the treatment of tumors in the brain and 32 mg/kg HM30181A and 16 mg/kg of paclitaxel (dose ratio=2:1) showed significant therapeutic effects. We also found that by adjusting the doses and dose ratio of the agents is very important to realize oral HM30181A and paclitaxel treatment in brain tumors. These results supply useful data in realizing oral paclitaxel treatment on tumors in the brain.
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